
  

 

 

TOM FORD’S METALLIC BREASTPLATE AS AN ODE TO 

FASHION FORWARD STYLE 

 

  

 

We first got a glimpse of it at the Tom Ford Spring/Summer 2020 Show in September and, 

truth be said, everyone was positively stunned. Tom Ford’s metallic molded bra, somewhere 

between lingerie and armor, emits a sense of power and vulnerability all at once, and 

constitutes a nod to various pop culture references, such as Ursula Andress’s metal lingerie in 

The 10th Victim, Claude Lalanne’s breastplates that Yves Saint Laurent famously 

commissioned for his haute couture collection in 1969, as well as Jeff Koons’s “Rabbit”, made 

from polished steel, which sold for a record-breaking £70 million at auction last year. 

 

A few days ago at the Critic’s Choice Awards, emerging film-tv star with millions of followers, 

Zendaya, rocked the molded breastplate in fuchsia with a matching Tom Ford skirt from the 

same collection. The statement bra was customized by Tom Ford’s team, using a 3D scan of 

her body that took a few weeks to transform into her ideal Warrior Woman style piece. 

Meanwhile, Gwyneth Paltrow wore the breastplate too, for the cover of Harper’s Bazaar 

February issue, proving unusual fashion pieces have a mind and value of their own and 

remain impressively unique no matter what. 

 

Tom Ford’s inspiration as expressed through an item like this quirky “anatomical” breastplate 

serves a higher purpose, apart from the obvious: to train us in accepting a wider -sometimes 

even unorthodox- range of clothing pieces as wearable and to cultivate a more flexible 

perception of fashion, that includes a bit more of fantasy than practicality. 

 

https://lineapiu.us12.list-manage.com/track/click?u=1ea1d40260441a5c3d3393f0c&id=8a2105ac58&e=62efeae467
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CELEBRITY STYLE 

  

 

 

MARGOT ROBBIE IN CHANEL 

 

  

 

RACHEL WEISZ IN TOM FORD 

 

  

 

YOU ARE SO SPECIAL 

 

 

Anything can catch your eye, but it takes something special to catch your heart. 

 

 

 

CHANEL FUCHSIA BACKPACK 

& FUCHSIA CAMERA BAG 

 

CHANEL PURPLE & BLACK TIMELESS 

CLASSIC TWEED BALLERINAS 
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TOM FORD BLACK BOOTIES 

 

CHANEL ECRU, RED & PINK STOLE 

& PINK LUGGAGE TAG 
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